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Abstract 

 

In June 2012, Nobel Prize laureate Elie Wiesel, an author of Hungarian descent, returned his award to 
the Hungarian Government. His decision was partly motivated by his disgrace at the attendance of the 
Hungarian Speaker of the House at a ceremony which paid homage to “a fascist ideologist of the Hor-
thy and Szálasi eras”. This happened only a few weeks after a very serious anti-Semitic incident against 
a retired National Chief Rabbi József Schweitzer in the open street.  Just one month later several Holo-
caust memorials in Budapest were disgraced over the course of a few days, including the Raul Wallen-
berg sculpture, a dedication to a man who rescued thousands of Jews during World War II. 

2012 marked the 100th birth anniversary of Raul Wallenberg, honorary citizen of Budapest, as a result 
the Hungarian Government decided to declare 2012 the Wallenberg Year. However, Hungary was the 
subject and focus of a growing number of reports on anti-Semitic, radical and discriminatory actions 
against the Jewish community. These anti-Semitic incidents include various statements by Jobbik (The 
Movement for a Better Hungary), ranging from comments on blood libel to a call for a catalogue of 
Hungarian Jewish citizens. Other incidents include the declaration of Hungarian actor and director 
József Székhelyi as an “unwanted person” in Eger, the increasing cult of Miklós Horthy and other con-
vinced anti-Semitic artists all of whom have been quoted worldwide. 

The growing number of violent physical incidents clearly shows the impact on “street anti-Semitism” 
made by the anti-Semitic utterances of Jobbik in the Hungarian Parliament or by the relevant crimes 
committed during World War II. In 2012, the media reported several cases where individuals suffered 
slight injuries because of their real or supposed Jewish identity. Furthermore, the proliferation of hate 
groups, speeches inciting violence and assault at neo-Nazi mass demonstrations and the military train-
ing of radical paramilitary skinhead groups are raising serious concerns. Finally, Jobbik is steadily be-
coming one of the most popular political parties amongst young people and the camp of its sympathis-
ers aged between 18 and 37 is rapidly expanding. This constitutes  a huge threat to democracy and 
social tolerance in the long run. Young people, who often lack a secure future perspective, are increas-
ingly influenced and radicalised by popular neo-Nazi websites, such as kuruc.info, which publish illegal 
contents and the authorities have not yet managed to close down. 

In 2012, the Hungarian Jewish community were not subject to complete marginalization. Some mem-
bers of the Jewish community have started to flee their community and country, mostly to the 
neighbouring country, Austria. Although the government has reiterated a clear statement that Hungary 
provides a homeland and safety for the Jews, just like for any other minority, Hungarian  Jewry witness 
a rise in anti-Semitic incidents, including media-reported incidents, graffiti and disgraced cemeteries, 
hate speech in both political and social forums, verbal abuse shared on social networks or personal 
stories that might never become public. 

Anti-Semitism is not a problem of the Jewry but of the Hungarian society and government. In Hungary, 
there is evidence to prove that more and more people outwardly express their dismay towards Jews 
than those who are indifferent towards them or who are perhaps Philosemites. It is precisely for these 
reasons that this report has been prepared in order to shed light on the extent of anti-semitism in 
Hungary.
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Introduction 

Objective of the summary 

In 2012, Hungary became the centre of worldwide attention in terms of radicalism, extremism or anti-Semitism. 
High-ranking western politicians, international Jewish leaders and groups expressed concern about the situation 
of Hungarian Jews. European and Hungarian public opinion polls and studies consistently demonstrated that 
Central and Eastern Europe’s biggest Jewish community suffered most the globally strengthening radicalism, 
caused by the strong presence of Jobbik and related radical groups in Hungary. However, no comprehensive 
analysis has been made of the anti-Semitic incidents that happened in Hungary over the course of 2012. This 
overview is aimed at filling this gap by providing a comprehensive picture of the atrocities committed against the 
Jewish community in 2012. Furthermore, the report aims at providing the collection of data to leaders, groups 
and individuals who are able and willing to protect the Hungarian Jewry. 

The contributors 

The report was prepared by a group of volunteer experts who closely followed the events in 2012, mostly 
through a conscious and structured monitoring of online contents and the registration of incidents. The results 
and the collected incidents were published on a monthly basis, primarily for leaders of the Jewish community. 
The articles related to anti-Semitism, extremism or other forms of discrimination were analysed and categorized 
for submission to a database available for various queries to produce monthly summaries. By the end of the 
year, these monthly summaries gave a comprehensive picture which became the basis of this annual report. 

Structure/Methodology 

As opposed to the monthly summaries, the annual report is not concerned with individual incidents, but seeks to 
provide an overview by highlighting the most important events in different categories. News sources are primar-
ily the biggest online news portals, local news portals, radical websites, blogs and parliament broadcasts. The 
report only relies on public sources, which do not require registration, but it is only intended for internal use due 
to privacy and copyrights. Its target readership comprises the leaders and activists of the Jewish community, 
Hungarian and international legal advocacy organisations, international lobby groups, and everybody who is 
interested in the situation of the Hungarian Jewry and minorities in 2012. 
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A definition of anti-Semitic incidents 

Given the diversity of opinions as to what constitutes an anti-Semitic incident, this report uses the widest defini-
tion for the purpose of categorisation. Specifically, an anti-Semitic incident is any action where the perpetrator, 
target, message or the motivation of the method used suggests anti-Semitism. The target can be an individual, 
group, event, website, building, memorial, cemetery or any other property that actually or supposedly belongs 
to the Jewish community. The perpetrator can belong to an organised or unorganised political, religious or radi-
cal group, or might as well be a “lone wolf” with any other motivation. Finally, a written, drawn or verbal mes-
sage can show the anti-Semitic motivation of the perpetrator (e.g. a swastika drawn on the wall of a house or a 
physical insult accompanied by a verbal message). In certain cases, the perpetrator’s clothing, body language or, 
in special cases, notoriety can be sufficient for an anti-Semitic provocation (e.g. if a well-known far-right politi-
cian shows up at a Jewish event, his only motivation will be to disturb public order). It should be stressed that 
anti-Semitic incidents also include cases where somebody is assaulted because he or she is believed to be a 
member or supporter of the target community (e.g. a journalist of the left-leaning newspaper Népszabadság 
was assaulted at the Hotel Astoria after she protested when the perpetrator called the victim a “Jewish bitch” 
during the battery, similarly to another incident committed against a journalist of the news portal Index at the 
“Milla demonstration” on 23 October). 

Categories 

The structure of the summary follows international examples as it is based on a typology of incidents. Categori-
sation is important because different types of incidents require different reactions, and it is also essential to 
separate various cases to identify tendencies and make analyses. The first part looks into physical incidents, 
which is followed by the topic of instigation and provocation. The third section contains vandalism and graffiti, a 
separate chapter is dedicated to other types of discriminatory incidents, and the report ends with a short inter-
national overview. After a summary of each incident, a short section elaborates on the responses given by the 
Hungarian public, the Hungarian Government and international organisations and policy makers. As a number of 
incidents fall into several categories, they are usually put in the one that best describes them or one which made 
the case special for some reason.  
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A summary of anti-Semitic incidents 

Physical incidents 

Physical atrocities are the most serious form of anti-Semitic incidents. In each case, the aim is to cause physical 
harm, intimidate and scare the victim and the related group. Criminal battery can range from pushing someone 
to aggravated battery resulting in death, but Hungary has mostly witnessed cases of light battery recently. The 
perpetrators are always far-right radicals whose attacks are mostly spontaneous without substantial premedita-
tion. This does not mean that the perpetrators were not involved in conflicts with the community previously, but 
they did not plan the attacks. This was the case in the violent incident against the President of the South Pest 
Synagogue. The building had been the subject of several provocations as local skinheads verbally insulted people 
while entering or leaving. On 5 October 2012, however, the President of the South Pest Division of the Jewish 
Community of Budapest (BZSH) was attacked by two young men while leaving the synagogue. They kicked him in 
the stomach and yelled while beating him up, “you filthy Jews are going to die”. As the victim did not need 
medical attendance, he followed the perpetrators to their home. They were soon arrested by the police and 
received a two-year prison term. 

A few months before, a similar incident took place in the Jewish district, where a member of the congregation 
was assaulted on his way home on Friday evening. Besides the growing number of physical assaults which were 
hardly experienced earlier in Hungary, inaccurate media coverage is also a significant problem. Similar incidents 
occurred not only on the streets, but also at mass events: in August the organizer of the anti-fascist demonstra-
tion was beaten up in front of Új színház (New Theatre) after the event, a reporter of Index.hu had his nose bro-
ken at the Milla demonstration on 23 October, and a journalist of Népszabadság was physically insulted at the 
demonstration of taxi drivers in June. In the above cases, the overt political affiliation of the assailants and their 
obscene comments during the attacks are all proof of their anti-Semitic motivation. Hungarian lawyer Péter 
Dániel suffered various violent provocations on the grounds of his political and religious persuasion. Perhaps the 
most serious one took place at a district court where, as the victim explained, he was punched in the chin after a 
quarrel with the leader of Gój Motorosok (Goy Motorcyclists), Imre Mészáros. 

The number of physical incidents has clearly grown in recent 
years, but the majority of them were spontaneous and rela-
tively harmless since the assailants did not use any instrument 
apart from their bare fists. It is important to note, however, 
that this is only a step from using weapons against defence-
less victims, including knives, baseball bats or even guns, as is 
the case in Eastern and Western Europe. Another essential 
fact is that the atrocities against the Roma are often more 
violent and serious, and as the perpetrators of violent acts 
against Jewish and Roma people belong to the same group, 
such assaults are likely to occur more often against the Jewish 
community as well. 

 

 

Nazi instigation at a first class football match between Haladás and 
Diósgyőr: “Daniel: the Danube calls for you, Hungarian Railways 
awaits you” 
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Balázs Lenhard burning an Israeli flag Balázs Lenhard burning an Israeli flag 

Implicit or explicit anti-Semitic quotes from Jobbik in 2012 

“I urge my fellow MPs for the next few minutes to remember Eszter Solymosi. At the same time - in the spirit of re-
membrance – we have to prosecute the ideology that has since 1882 been continuously present in our lives and in the 

Carpathian Basin…” Zsolt Baráth 03.04. 

“If one dares to refer to a historical event, a mere fact, the murder of Eszter Solymosi in Tiszavár that evidence shows was 
committed by Rabbi Scharf and his friends, then this becomes a scandal, and this means nobody should ever mention this.” 

Balázs Lénhárd 19.05. 

“It is quite difficult to picture my fellow MPs Mika Hakinen and Pal Steiner and me as cousins, well many would resent such 
statement” Sándor Pörzse 24.09. (suggesting Pál Steiner’s Jewish origin during a debate on the Finno-Ugric lan-guage 

family) 

“I think such a conflict makes it timely to tally up people of Jewish ancestry who live here, especially in the Hungarian 
Parliament and the Hungarian Government, who pose a national security risk to Hungary.” Márton Gyöngyös 26.11. 

“Just like in the case of the terrorist act committed by Israel, claiming the lives of over 150 civilians including dozens of 
children in Gaza, Jobbik also raises its voice against terrorism and running amuck, to which innocent lives fell victim and 

condemns all forms of such acts.” Márton Gyöngyösi 26.11. 

“Instead of its hate campaign imported from Israel, the Hungarian Socialist Party should in the future hold a profes-sional 
dialogue and a fair political contest, as this is what the country needs!” János Volner 19.12. 

Anti-Semitic Provocations, Instigations 

Jobbik – From blood libel to a catalogue of Jews 

The biggest scandal in 2012 was the proposal of Márton Gyöngyösi, 
who called on the Government in his Parliament speech on 26 Novem-
ber “to tally up people of Jewish ancestry who live here, especially in 
the Hungarian Parliament and the Hungarian Government, who pose a 
national security risk to Hungary.” Although the following day the poli-
tician said he was sorry for making comments which “could be misun-
derstood”, and that he had only wished to draw attention to the “na-
tional security risk posed by dual Israeli-Hungarian citizens in the Hun-
garian Government and Parliament”, the case touched off an enormous 
international outrage. A few days later, various NGOs and political 
groups organised a demonstration in front of the Parliament building, 
where thousands of people gathered, but some radical groups intended to disturb this by shouting “filthy 
Jews!”. After his infamous remark, Gyöngyösi grew into an emblematic figure of Jobbik, which shows that this 
was not only his opinion but also that of the party. 

Almost every month witnessed an overt or covert racist remark against the Jews in Parliament, on the grounds 
of the Jewish identity of certain MPs, the economic relations between Israel and Hungary, or of the relativisation 
of crimes committed during the Holocaust and World War II. The most serious remark was made by Zsolt Baráth, 
who, after his post-agenda speech in Parliament, remembered the Tiszaeszlár Affair, which occurred 130 years 
ago. Baráth claimed that the death of Eszter Solymosi, who disappeared in 1882 and was found dead, remains 
mysterious. At that time, the medieval superstition of blood libel was recalled to defame the Jewish residents of 
the village along the river Tisza, accusing them of a ritual murder. The case became a scandal across the country 
and even in Europe and reinforced anti-Semitism even more in Hungary. A month later, blood libel was revisited 
in Parliament by Balázs Lenhardt, who had incidentally called MTK a Jewish football club and described it as a 
team set up to be a pain in the neck of the Hungarians. 
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Balázs Lenhard made several anti-Semitic remarks in 2012. Indeed, 
he was arrested by the police in December for rowdyism. At an 
anti-Zionist demonstration in front of the Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs, Lenhard burned an Israeli flag in the presence of the Hungar-
ian Guard and the Guards of the Carpathian Homeland Movement. 
Incidentally, Lenhard had by then left Jobbik and is now an inde-
pendent Member of Parliament. However, Jobbik is not only radical 
in its remarks made in Parliament, but according to a recording that 
leaked in August, mayor of Gyöngyöspata and a member of Jobbik 
Oszkár Juhász and several companions were considering the 
chances of winning in a potential civil war. 

 

Instigations – Hate Groups 

The groups which hold even more radical views than Jobbik include 
Betyársereg (The Army of Outlaws). Its leader Zsolt Tyirityán, an 
openly anti-Semitic skinhead, was involved in several conflicts with 
the authorities because of his extreme remarks. 

At one of his speeches made in April, Tyirityán said that “if the time 
comes, we will have to protect our country!” and “we will have to 
be prepared for the attack of the Zionist power, which wants to 
conquer the Carpathian Basin at any rate”. At the event of Pax 
Hungarica on 23 October, he finished his speech containing a series 
of racist remarks: “My only wish for the kind of people who, unfor-
tunately, keep reviving and indeed have a mass base, I mean people 
like Péter Dániel, is that they should face the same fate as their 
predecessors in the uniform of the State Defence Authority 56 
years ago at Köztársaság tér. Thank you!” Incidentally, the foun-
ders’ explicit goal is to run the group as an “elite unit”, only for 
members that are fully committed in ideological terms and have a 
strong physique. The members of the group explicitly define them-
selves as outlaws, romanticise violence and most of them have a 
criminal record. As they claim, “We are not a regular army in uni-
forms or a registered association. We are an irregular troop in the 
plains, so we cannot even be dissolved by the republican dogs”. 

The Army of Outlaws with Zsolt Tyirityán in the middle 

History of the Hungarian Guard 

Movement 

2007 

The Hungarian Guard Association for 
the Protection of Traditions and Culture 
is founded (MG) with the support of 
Gábor Vona, and the first 56 members 
are inaugurated with the contribution of 
former Defence Minister Lajos Für. MG 
provides security for events organized 
by Jobbik, and marches through Roma 
inhabited villages. 
2008 

The movement splits into two: the Hun-
garian Guard Movement and the 
Watcher Hungarian Guard Movement – 
with thousands of members. 
2009 

The MG, the Army of the Outlaws and 
the Sixty-Four Counties Youth Move-
ment sign a cooperation treaty, and the 
MG Gendarmerie is formed with the 
goal to secure public order. 
2010 

The Civil Guard Association for a Better 
Future (SZJPE) is founded – an organisa-
tion closely linked to MG which provides 
security at MG events. Criminal action 
against chief captain of New Guard 
Movement begins for continuous insti-
gation against authority provision, and 
the abuse of freedom of association. 
2011 

The MG, the Defence Association and 
the SZJPE march in Gyöngyöspata. MG 
members spread verbal abuses at the 
Hungarian memorial in Auschwitz. 
2012 

Thousands of people gather at the 5
th

 
anniversary celebration of the banned 
MG. At the beginning of the year, new 
members are inaugurated, and in De-
cember, after two years, inauguration is 
made public, with police securing the 
events at the sculpture of the Turul bird. 

A radical demonstrator at Új Színház 
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Neo-Nazi demonstrators on National Holiday, 23 
October  

The Sixty-Four Counties Youth Movement (HVIM) is closely related, 
and jointly manages activities, with the Army of Outlaws, the 
members of the Guard Alliance, and the Jobbik Youth Organisation. 
Their biggest event was Trianon Memorial Day on 4 June, where 
hundreds of young neo-Nazis marched through Budapest chanting 
political slogans and other discriminatory phrases. According to a 
letter leaked in August, HVIM Vice President Gábor Barcsa-Turner 
wrote that Hungary was under their rule, and he was an anti-Semite, 
a fascist or Nazi if necessary, and was willing to kill. 
 
Further hate groups include the Defence Force, the Civil Guard 
Association for a Better Future and various organisations of the 
Guard Alliance, which are primarily involved in atrocities and intimidations committed against the Roma in the 
provinces. By contrast, the Hungarian National Frontline makes no fuss, as opposed to the other hate groups, 
and has been busy playing a central role in the paramilitary training of other extremist groups for nearly twenty 
years. Its open summer camp program contains “Basic Theory and Practice of Tactics”, “Gun Skills” and “Airgun 
Shooting”, “Basic Theory and Practice of Building Tactics”, “Theory of Urban Tactics”. The invitation says that 
“fags, Gypsies and Jews cannot participate” and requires “the rejection of Gypsy and Jewish lifestyles (crime, 
drugs, etc.)”. 

Demonstration/Marching 

As well as Jobbik, other hate groups and radical individuals miss no opportunity to bring masses to the streets in 
order to activate and radicalise young people. Whether on a Hungarian national holiday, an anniversary, a na-
tional or international political event, a visit by a prominent individual or simply for political dissatisfaction, ex-
treme groups can mobilise hundreds of people from week to week. These demonstrations are nearly always a 
breeding ground for a variety of anti-Semitic utterances. Most demonstrations organised by Jobbik are closely 
monitored by both the media and the police, but this does not prevent these associations from using some legal 
violations to build a campaign (e.g., Előd Novák, an MP of Jobbik, burned an EU flag on 2 January). 

 

Military Training of the Hungarian National Frontline in Bőcs 
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In recent years, demonstrations held for the sole purpose of disturbing religious, cultural or political events have 
proliferated. The most typical case was the demonstration on 1 February in front of Új Színház, where about a 
hundred neo-Nazis in black were awaiting the anti-fascist demonstrators, only to insult them and prevent their 
access to the event. While usually prepared to handle cases where two groups of demonstrators confront, the 
police have failed to prevent such disturbances recently. 

The Hungarian folkloric-völkisch movement, i .e. the New Right 

The völkisch ideology in Hungary, almost an official ideology, is based on ethno-nationalism. This suggests the 
existence of an ethnically homogeneous community of Hungarians, which includes separate ethnic groups, e.g. 
Gypsies, Jews, etc. This view becomes apparent in Prime Minister Viktor Orbán’s remark: “We Hungarians pro-
tect our Jewish compatriots”. 

The basic principle of the ideology is the existence of culturally homogeneous and ethnically pure groups and 
nations. A group which defines itself as an ethnic community automatically feels compelled to define itself as the 
most ancestral community in terms of culture and blood. As is known, there is no such thing as human races as 
humanity is a single race. Consequently, the theory of races is not a biological but a cultural issue. A typical ex-
ample was the intention of Géza Szőcs, after his appointment as Minister of Culture, to set up a research group 
for mapping the origins of Hungarians by genetic means. 

According to this ideology, certain nations and ethnicities have a peculiar and uniform cultural identity which 
must be protected against foreign influences. This requires them to distance themselves from other cultures and 
nations, which is why their fight for a pure culture becomes one against human rights and humanism. Science 
uses the name “New Right” to describe this notion of the far right1. 

 

Cover pages of the journal Barikád from 2012 

                                                           

1
 Marsovszky Magdolna: „Nemzetek Európája” – Az Etnonacionalista Nemzetkoncepció és Annak Demokratikus Alternatívája  

2013.01.31- Galamus.hu 

http://galamus.hu/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=188445:nemzetek-europaja-az-etnonacionalista-
nemzetkoncepcio-es-annak-demokratikus-alternativaja-31-resz&catid=9:vendegek&Itemid=66 
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László Csatáry: 

According to the Simon Wiesenthal Centre, 

which investigates Nazi war criminals, as a 

police chief of Kassa in spring 1944, Csatáry 

was responsible for deporting 15,700 Jews to 

Auschwitz. He lived in Canada until 1995 but 

after his past as a war criminal was revealed, 

his Canadian citizenship was revoked. Accord-

ing to documents found in Kassa, Csatáry had 

already been detained, and he had probably 

received a 20-year prison term in Pécs. Tomáš 

Borec Minister of Justice of Slovakia and the 

local Jewish community initiated the extradi-

tion of the war criminal, but the Central Dis-

trict Court of Buda placed the 98-year-old 

Csatáry under house arrest. Csatáry is suspect 

of the war crime for illegal torture. 

Anti-Semitic poster in Budapest 

 

 

Instigation on the Internet 

Taking advantage of anonymity on the Internet, not only infamous radical web-
sites, such as kuruc.info, but also Facebook and other social networks have be-
come a primary instrument for spreading discriminatory propaganda. In Hungary, 
the Facebook site of kuruc.info has more supporters than the fan pages of any 
political party or website. The Internet has become the primary means of 
communication, organising demonstrations and sharing ideologies. The most 
visited radical news portal, kuruc.info was originally a small neo-Nazi blog and has 
grown into a major business over the years. The authors of the website 
continuously publish contents which violate the dignity of the Hungarian Roma, 
Jewish and gay communities and often constitute the legal category of hate 
speech, and release 
writings that probably 
meet the statutory 
criteria for Holocaust 
denial. For example, in 
the summer of 2012, the 
website openly de-

fended Hungarian war crime suspect László Csatáry, 
launched a campaign against the organisers of the 
demonstration which demanded his detention, and 
offered a reward of HUF 100,000 for those who could 
provide useful information about them. Within a few 
hours, the organisers had their personal data released 
on the Internet and became subject to continuous 
harassment and atrocities. While the Government reit-
erated its intention to close down the website, it has 
failed to do so as the site is operated from a US server. 

The three most radical Hungarian websites are ku-
ruc.info, deres.tv and szentkoronaradio.com, though 
deres.tv has only operated on Facebook since its clo-
sure in October. By contrast, szentkoronaradio.com also operates a radio channel apart from its website where 
they said in a broadcast in October that they regretted to hear about the capture of the attackers of the Buda-
pest Jewish Community’s President, and stressed that the attack was only a response to Jewish terrorism. At the 
beginning of the year, the same radical portal proposed its viewers to collect the addresses of properties occu-
pied by Jews. They wrote: “If you are aware of properties with Jewish residents, or of housing complexes built for 
Jews, all you have to do is send us the address and description of the place (year of construction, number of flats, 
inhabited or vacant, any other information) to the following email address. You can also send us photos and vid-
eos, if any.” 
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Vandalism, graffiti 

The primary aim of vandalism is to incite hate against, verbally abuse and 
thereby intimidate the target group. The target (e.g. a Jewish institution, 
Jewish cemetery, Holocaust memorial) or the message (e.g. a swastika or 
other inciting text) points to the anti-Semitic motivation of the act. Hate 
speech graffiti or images are seen both in and outside Budapest every day; 
they are often drawn on walls of houses, public transport vehicles or bill-
boards by young people for fun without a real racist motivation. Moreover, 
inciting texts often appear on the walls of Jewish institutions; this year, for 

example, a swastika was drawn on the wall 
and etched in the elevator of the 
synagogue in Frankel Leó utca at least on 
three occasions. Also, paint was poured on 
the door of the synagogue in Békéscsaba, 
a Menorah in a public area was disgraced 
in Nagykanizsa, and in December, several 
publicly placed Hanukah menorahs were 
knocked over and disgraced across 
Budapest. In summer, various anti-Semitic 
posters appeared in Budapest, and arrow 
cross stickers fled the city of Szombathely. 

In April and May, several Jewish memorials 
were damaged, including swine legs 
hanged on the Wallenberg sculpture, and 
anti-Semitic texts on the Holocaust 
memorial on the Danube bank and on the 
Zionist Memorial Pyramid. A few weeks 
later, the perpetrator, a Vice President of 
the HVIM was detained. He is currently 

under criminal action for the well-grounded suspicion of the felony of incite-
ment against a community and vandalism. In February, a picture of Hitler was 
glued on a Holocaust memorial plaque in Kaposvár, a Holocaust memorial 
was damaged in Nyíregyháza in autumn, and a stolperstein (memorial art-
work for Holocaust victims) was stolen in Budapest. Cases which were minor 
or left unreported were not necessarily made public. 

In 2012 three cemeteries were damaged: in Putnok 57 tombs were disgraced 
in the Jewish cemetery; in Kaposvár the damage was HUF 3.5 million. The 
perpetrators, who said they acted under the influence of alcohol, were de-
tained a few days later. Also, in the city of Székesfehérvár the cemetery in 
Óvoda utca was damaged and later the perpetrators broke off the cross of 
the sculpture named Orb. 

 

Disgraced cemeteries over the past 
few years: 
 

2012: 
In the Jewish cemetery of Kaposvár 
more than 50 tombs were damaged, 
causing a total of HUF 3.5 million of 
loss. 
 
Putnok: 57 tombs were damaged in 
the Jewish cemetery. 
 
In Székesfehérvár, paint was used to 
damage the Jewish cemetery in 
Óvoda utca. 
 

2011: 
In Marcali 75 tombs were kicked 
over, causing a total of HUF 1.5 mil-
lion of damage. 
 

2010: 
13 tombs were kicked over in Tolna. 
 

2009: stolperstein 
Five tombs were damaged by un-
known perpetrators in the Jewish 
cemetery of Balassagyarmat. 
 

2008: 
About twenty tombs were disgraced 
in Veszprém, in the Jewish cemetery 
of Mártírok útja. 

 Wallenberg-sculpure disgraced by 
hanging swine legs in Budapest 

Damaged Jewish Cemetery in Székesfehérvár 
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Other forms of discrimination 

Anti-Semitic incidents that do not receive media attention or become a police case do not normally appear in 
the public domain and are hence not registered. Nevertheless, discrimination against somebody for being Jewish 
is the most common at work, school, in shops, on the Internet, at job interviews, in nightclubs or even among 
friends. For the most part, these cases are not denounced as normally there is no actual legal violation involved, 
but precisely for this reason they have the most destructive impact on the identity of an individual or the Jewish 
community. Such incidents are taken slightly more seri-
ously abroad: in Poland, for instance, a case was de-
nounced where a Jewish group was denied service and 
made to leave along with racist comments. In Germany, 
current debates on circumcision make it difficult to keep 
Jewish traditions, while French politicians are discussing a 
ban on kosher slaughter. 

The most significant case of discrimination in Hungary 
happened to actor József Székhelyi, who was pronounced 
an “unwanted person in Eger” according to the audio 
recording of a local government commission’s session 
last year. On the recording, József Székhelyi is called a 
“filthy SZDSZ Jew”. The case was investigated and the 
individuals concerned apologized. Even though Székhelyi considers the case closed, it made a big noise in both 
the national and the international media. 

Acts of vandalism against Jewish institutions in 2012:  
 

February 2012 – A picture of Hitler pasted on the Holocaust memorial plaque 
May 2012 – Swastika in the elevator of Frankel Synagogue 
May 2012 – Swastika drawn on a house wall in Nagykanizsa 
May 2012 – László Ocskay sculpture disgraced 
May 2012 – Swine legs hanged on the Wallenberg memorial  
May 2012 – Anti-Semitic texts painted on the Holocaust memorial on the Danube bank 
May 2012 – Anti-Semitic texts painted on the Zionist Memorial Pyramid 
June 2012 – A Menorah disgraced in Nagykanizsa 
June 2012 – Anti-Semitic graffiti in Budafok  
June 2012 – Paint poured on the door of a building used as a synagogue in Békéscsaba 
June 2012 – Arrow Cross stickers flood the city of Szombathely 
July 2012 – 15-year-old draws swastika on the Petőfi sculpture in Makó 
September 2012 – Nazi graffiti drawn on a memorial in Hortobágy 
October 2012 – Stolperstein disappears from Budapest 
November 2012 – Holocaust memorial disgraced in Nyíregyháza 
December 2012 – Hanukah menorah kicked over in Örs Vezér tér, Budapest 
December 2012 – Hanucah menorah kicked over in Blaha Lujza tér, Budapest 
 

“This is not your country, you filthy Jews!” – Holocaust memo-
rial, Budapest  
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International anti-Semitism 

The number of anti-Semitic incidents has significantly increased in recent years in Western Europe, especially 
France. The perpetrators do not only belong to far-right groups but rather to radical Islamist groups. The tragedy 
in Toulouse shook the entire world not only for the re-emergence of radical Islam terrorism in Europe, but also 
because the victims were innocent Jewish children, unprotected against the attack. 

In the summer of 2012, seven people were killed and at least thirty were injured in a terrorist attack in Bourgas, 
a popular resort among Israeli tourists. Experts believe the attackers belong to Hezbollah, a terrorist organisa-
tion linked to Iran, and say the attack proves that Iran actually means its threats by attacking Israeli and Jewish 
targets in Europe and by killing off the Jews. 

 

Actions against Israel in 2012: 

 

In late November 2012, the UN General Assembly granted Palestine “non-member observer” status. The vote on 
the observer status, which is similar to what the Vatican has, a year after President of the Palestinian Authority, 
Mahmoud Abbas failed to have his country recognised as a fully legitimate member state by the UN Security 
Council. As a result, the Palestinians will not have a voting right in the UN, but their higher status enables them 
to participate in the work of several specialized UN agencies and the International Criminal Court. 

Between 14 and 21 November 2012, in a conflict known as the Operation Pillar of Defence, Palestinian terror 
organisations launched hundreds of rockets a day at residential areas in Israel, including Tel Aviv and Jerusalem. 
On November 14, after the Israeli air force killed Ahmed Jabari, chief of the Gaza military wing of Hamas, the 
conflict escalated and Hamas rockets kept people in terror, though the “Iron Dome” defence system managed to 
intercept almost every other rocket. On 21 November, a bus bomb in Tel Aviv injured twenty people, recalling 
the atmosphere of the second Intifada. Ended by a ceasefire with the mediation of Egypt and the United States, 
the one-week conflict killed over a hundred Palestinians and five Israelis (four civilians). The number of anti-
Israel demonstrations spread across the world, and Israeli embassies and Jewish related facilities were attacked 
and violated in several locations. 

• In January, far right demonstrators gather to await Israel’s Ambassador in Pápa 

• In February, Israeli Ambassador Ilan Mor’s speech disturbed at the Central European University 

• In September, at a friendly football match between Hungary and Israel loud whistling disturbed 
the Israeli anthem and the crowd made frequent anti-Semitic utterances and remarks on 
Auschwitz  

• In October, during the National Holiday, a small radical group burns an Israeli flag in front of the 
synagogue in Dohány utca after a Jobbik demonstration 

• In November, a demonstration is held against Jewish colonization in Szazhalombatta  

• In November, anti-Israel hackers hack the website of Egri Hegyközség  

• In November, fifty neo-Nazis hold a spontaneous protest in front of the Israeli Embassy of Buda-
pest 

• In November, Előd Novák (Jobbik) detained at a pro-Israel demonstration  

• In November, anti-Israel protest held in front of Fidesz’s office in Békéscsaba 
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János Áder visits József Schweitzer after the insult 
against the Rabbi 

Responses 

Responses of the community 

In early 2012, leaders of the Hungarian Jewish communities kept voicing their concerns over the reinforcement 
of anti-Semitism. Though there is often a lack of agreement as to the methods, the common will to fight extrem-
ism exists. In June 2012, Hungarian Jewish organisations and associations made a joint declaration against the 
exemplification of writers who propagated hatred and anti-Semitism in their oeuvre. President of the Federation 
of Jewish Communities in Hungary (Mazsihisz), Peter Feldmájer said in his speech to the Inter-parliamentary 
Committee against Anti-Semitism in Brussels that anti-Semitic utterances have become common talk in Hungary, 
and not only in circles of the fascist far-right, but also of conservatives. Peter Feldmájer pointed out that the 
Hungarian Government “generally condones anti-Semitic remarks”, but there is an explicitly anti-Semitic party in 
Parliament and “anti-Semitism have become increasingly dangerous over the past two years”. 

In parallel with this, Slomó Köves, Chief Rabbi of the Unified Hungarian Jewish Congregation (EMIH), said in his 
interview to Klub Radio that Hungary mostly witnessed verbal animosities rather than physical attacks. At a 
press conference in June he announced the launching of a legal aid organisation to consult victims of anti-
Semitic atrocities. Therefore, a month later in the United States, Dániel Bodnár (EMIH) and András Heisler 
(MAZSIHISZ) spoke about the three main subjects of consultation according to which it is indispensable to create 
institutions for legal protection, independent monitoring and sovereign self-defence in order to establish a self-
organised Jewish public life. The watchdog organisation called Action and Protection Foundation began its op-
eration in 2013. Its aim is to protect the Hungarian Jewry, promote conscious Judaism, to support self-defence 
and to give effective responses to anti-Semitic attacks. 

Responses of the Hungarian Government 

Representatives of the Hungarian Government, including Prime 
Minister Viktor Orbán, declared in several statements that 
Hungary provided a safe live for every minority and that they 
will do their best to overcome anti-Semitism and anti-Romaism. 
While kuruc.info, the most racist and illegal social portal, has 
not yet been closed down, Tibor Navracsics, Minister of Public 
Administration and Justice, told Parliament about a plan to do 
so. President of the Republic, János Áder visited József 
Schweitzer, after the retired Chief Rabbi was verbally insulted in 
the street. In addition, Sándor Pintér, Minister of Home Affairs, 

said at the event organised by Yad Vashem in Budapest that in 
the future everybody has to make efforts and work to prevent 

discrimination, disgrace and murder based on origin or religion. Finally, the Hungarian Court passed its first final 
sentence for the public denial of Nazi crimes: György Nagy, who held up a tablet inscribed with a Holocaust de-
nial text in Hebrew at the Milla demonstration last October, was sentenced to imprisonment on parole by Buda-
pest Metropolitan Court; during his probation time he is ordered to make a yearly visit to the Holocaust Mu-
seum in Páva utca, Budapest. 
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Nevertheless, the Government comes in for a lot of criticism 
for destroying democratic values, for creating scapegoats and 
giving insufficient responses to radical associations, blaming 
their behaviour on the difficult economic situation. The in-
creasing cult of Miklós Horthy with government support, the 
incorporation of Nazi literature into the curriculum and the 
relativization of crimes committed during World War II indi-
rectly boosts radicalism in the short run. As regards László 
Csatáry, who deported 15,700 Jews to death camps as former 
police chief in the ghetto of Kassa, and who was suspected in 
July of a war crime by illegal torture and was placed in house 
arrest, the public considers that the authority’s actions are 
insufficient and fear that the case could have a similar out-
come as in the case of Sándor Képíró, who was eventually 
acquitted. 

  

International responses 

International Jewish and civil legal advocacy organisations were all concerned by the radical processes and the 
increasing number of anti-Semitic incidents in Hungary. According to a report published in March by the US 
based Anti-Defamation League (ADL), anti-Semitism within the region is the strongest in Hungary, and despite 
criticisms against the research methodology, the result of the comparative study is clear. The damage caused to 
memorial sculptures in early summer, the increased cult of Miklós Horthy, the scandalous remarks of Jobbik and 
the Csatáry case placed anti-Semitism in Hungary in the centre of international media attention. 

On 7 June, Nobel Prize Laureate Elie Wiesel sent a letter to Hungarian Speaker of the House László Kövér to 
waive his decoration received from the Head of State in 2004. As a reason for his decision, the Jewish-American 
writer of Hungarian descent pointed out some “distressing news” about the naming of public areas after Miklós 
Horthy, the rehabilitation of Albert Wass and other public figures which collaborated with the fascist Govern-
ment during WWII, and the incorporation to the curriculum of writings by far-right intellectuals. 

At the end of summer, Hannah Rosenthal, the US Administration’s special envoy to combat anti-Semitism visited 
Hungary. In her statement, she reported that the number of anti-Semitic actions and remarks of Hungarian indi-
viduals have significantly increased in recent times. She added that the Hungarian Government and civil society 
gave a satisfactory response as they condemned the incidents. Furthermore, fifty members of the US Congress 
signed a letter to Prime Minister Viktor Orbán to reject the strong presence of anti-Semitism in Hungary and the 
intolerance against sexual minorities. 

In the end of the year, in an open letter 150 foreign politicians, including the Prime Minister of Israel and two 
vice-presidents of the European Parliament (EP), and the vice-president of the Lower House of the German Par-
liament (Bundestag) condemned Jobbik Representative Márton Gyöngyösi’s remark in Parliament, in which, they 
wrote, he called for a catalogue of the Jewish members of the Government and Parliament. According to the 
politicians, Gyöngyösi’s statement wasn’t an isolated incident against the Jews in Hungary, “but the continuation 
of Jobbik’s strategy to stigmatize the country’s minorities”. 

On 22 November, after the Gyöngyösi case and 
on 6 July, after József Schweitzer was insulted, 
the Government issued the same communica-

tion changing only the last word: 

“The Government strictly rejects extremist, 
racist, anti-Semitic voices of any kind and does 
everything to suppress such voices. At the same 
time, the Government makes it clear that it will 
defend all citizens of the country from such 
insults/atrocities.” 
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Conclusion 

Few people dispute the increasing momentum of anti-Semitism in Hungary in 2012 but opinion is divided over 
the reasons. The economic crisis, the indebtedness of the country and its citizens, the seemingly hopeless situa-
tion of the Roma and the national radicalization that began in 2006 allowed Jobbik and related extremist groups 
to gain power. The fact that Hungarian MPs can make anti-Semitic remarks in Parliament without any sanction 
encourages radicals to spread their discriminatory views more actively, whether verbally, in writing or in their 
actions. The Hungarian Government makes great efforts to condemn any major anti-Semitic incident and to 
make statements directed at the protection of minorities. Yet, nationalist far-right views are supported when 
crimes committed in World War II are degraded, and the cult of political criminals and Nazi artists are cultivated. 

Whereas anti-Semitic remarks in the open street were quite uncommon a few years ago, today people who are 
unable or unwilling to hide their Jewish identity might even be subject to physical attacks. Social ignorance en-
courages skinheads, who are normally considered embarrassing abroad; and everyday political discrimination 
provides them legal grounds for their actions. The number of acts of vandalism against Jewish institutions, 
cemeteries or memorials has significantly increased in recent years. In most cases, no arrests were made, which 
further encourages perpetrators, often openly proud of their acts, to take similar actions in the future. 

Taking advantage of anonymity on the Internet, virtual communities have become ever stronger and instigation 
on the net grew into unprecedented levels. Kuruc.info and other discriminatory websites use highly efficient 
tools to effectively grab the attention of disillusioned people who, pursuing the ideology of “national radical-
ism”, discriminate everybody outside the “superior race” that they envision. These far-right communities in the 
virtual space gather in the streets when the occasion arises and protest against the Government, “crimes com-
mitted by Gypsies” or “foreign currency loans”, sometimes marching in Roma-inhabited areas or participate in 
firearm training courses. 

Radicalism is not only a problem of Jewish communities or the minorities living in Hungary but an overall social 
problem. Precisely for this reason, it is necessary to manage anti-Semitic incidents in the short term and to 
achieve a comprehensive national and international union of forces to fight extremism. While politicians, reli-
gious and community leaders, legal advocacy organisations and civil activists may have differing opinions about 
the most appropriate way to fight discrimination, it is clear to all that something must be done. This document 
was made to present facts to people who have an opportunity to take action for the protection of the Jewish 
community and minorities and to act against radicalism, so that Hungary will be a better and more liveable place 
to every citizen. 

Contributors’ permission is needed prior to adaptation, translation or any further application of the document. 
Contributors of the report and copyright owners are not responsible for the contents under any circumstances.  
Contact: radikalmonitor@gmail.com 
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Appendix – List of anti-Semitic incidents 

 

Mth Case Category Source 

Radicals disturb the demonstration in front of the Opera with massive anti-Semitic remarks  Provocation - Counter-protest index.hu 

A radical website called for a catalogue of Jewish housing complexes Instigation on Internet szentkoronaradio.com 

Far-right demonstrators await the Ambassador of Israel in Pápa  Provocation - Counter-protest szentkoronaradio.com 

Jan
u

ary 

Jobbik demonstrates with anti-Semitic caricatures and shuts down roads in the Kazincbarcika Demonstration kuruc.info 

Far-right counter-protesters disturb the anti-Fascist demonstration in front of Új Színház Provocation - Counter-protest hir24.hu 

A Hitler joke appears in a magazine of the county of Szentes  Provocation - Instigation delmagyar.hu 

Fe
b

ru
ary A Hitler image is pasted on a Holocaust memorial plaque Vandalism - Verbal abuse hir24.hu 

Radicals protest in an IMF building voicing loud anti-Semitic remarks.  Demonstration hunhir.info 

Inauguration of Hungarian Guard members on Heroes’ Square Demonstration hvg.hu 

Jobbik protesters await the Holocaust travelling exhibition in Veszprém Provocation - Counter-protest hirado.hu 

M
arch

 

Anti-Semitic posters appear in Budapest  Graffiti - Verbal abuse nepszava.hu 

Blood libel in Parliament Political anti-Semitism hvg.hu 

“If the time comes, we will have to protect our country!” – Tyirityán instigates Provocation - Instigation betyarsereg.hu 

László Csatáry listed as the first Hungarian Nazi war criminal Other origo.hu 

Audio record: is Jobbik planning a civil war? Provocation - Instigation atv.hu 

A
p

ril 

Radicals disturb the March of the Living  Provocation - Counter-protest hvg.hu 

A Jew is beaten up in Dohány utca  Physical atrocity nol.hu 

The László Ocskay memorial was disgraced Graffiti - Verbal abuse mti.hu 

József Székhelyi is called an “unwanted person” in Eger Other origo.hu 

President of Mazsihisz Péter Feldmájer receives death threat on kuruc.info  Instigation on Internet kuruc.info 

Radicals disturb the construction of a sculpture’s foundation to be erected by the March of 
the Living Foundation Provocation - Counter-protest hvg.hu 

Anti-Semitic graffiti appears on the shop window of the restaurant Dr Hummusz ( Graffiti - Verbal abuse reported 

Swastika in the elevator at the Frankel Synagogue Graffiti - Verbal abuse reported 

Verbal incident during Ilan Mor’s speech Provocation - Counter-protest hir24.hu 

Blood libel revisited at a commission meeting Political anti-Semitism hvg.hu 

Arrow cross members attack a participant of the Club Liberal  Physical atrocity nepszava.hu 

“Daniel: the Danube calls for you, Hungarian Railways awaits you”, banner held up at the 
Diósgyőr football match. Provocation - Instigation nol.hu 

Swine legs hanged on the Wallenberg sculpture Vandalism - Verbal abuse index.hu 

Anti-Semitic texts painted on the Holocaust memorial on the Danube bank, the Zionist Me-
morial Pyramid and the embankment Vandalism - Verbal abuse nol.hu 

Kövér speaks highly of a member of the former Arrow Cross Parliament  Political anti-Semitism atv.hu 

M
ay 

Swastika drawn on a house wall in Nagykanizsa Vandalism - Verbal abuse nepszava.hu 
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Mth Case Category Source 

Jewish cemetery and Orb disgraced in Székesfehérvár Vandalism - Verbal abuse origo.hu 

Retired Chief Rabbi József Schweitzer subject to anti-Semitic atrocity in the open street Provocation, verbal insult hvg.hu 

“Jewish bitch” – reporter of Népszabadság attacked Physical atrocity nol.hu 

Bottle thrown at Baptist church in anti-Semitic attack  Vandalism - Verbal abuse hir24.hu 

Anti-Semitic graffiti in Budafok Graffiti - Verbal abuse reported 

Romas of Sajóhídvég threatened Provocation - Instigation index.hu 

Menorah in Nagykanizsa damaged Vandalism - Verbal abuse index.hu 

Imprisonment on parole for Holocaust denial Other nepszava.hu 

József Nyírő literary recital in Miklós Radnóti Community Centre Other jobbik.hu 

Orthodox Jew was spat on during the Long Night of Museums in the Jewish district  Provocation, verbal insult reported 

Nobel Prize laureate Elie Wiesel renounces Hungarian government decoration Other hir24.hu 

Jewish community outraged by Wass Albert utca Other stop.hu 

Protesters at Horthy sculpture verbally and physically insulted  Physical atrocity nol.hu 

Paint poured on synagogue door in Békéscsaba Graffiti - Verbal abuse atv.hu 

Arrow Cross stickers appear in Szombathely Graffiti - Verbal abuse nyugat.hu 

Ju
n

e
 

Vona: Jewish roots of Csanád Szegedi might raise concerns  Political anti-Semitism hir24.hu 

“Like on the ramp in Auschwitz” – Hungarian Socialist Party mentions a Mengele plan Political anti-Semitism hvg.hu 

15-year-old draws a swastika on the Petőfi sculpture in Makó  Graffiti - Verbal abuse hvg.hu 

Clashes between the police and radicals on Camaraderie Day Demonstration hvg.hu 

Péter Dániel beaten up at the court Physical atrocity hir24.huu 

Provocation of radical magazine Barikád in the Israeli Cultural Institute Provocation - Instigation barikad.hu 

Anti-Semitic inciting banner on Jobbik Youth Division’s website  Instigation on Internet 
jobbik.hu 
(facebook) 

Csatáry case: neo-Nazis offered blood money for information on activists Instigation on Internet kuruc.info 

Organiser of the demonstration demanding Csatáry’s detention receives death threats Instigation on Internet kuruc.info 

Provocation against Lauder Yavne School on kuruc.info Instigation on Internet kuruc.info 

57 tombs disgraced in the Jewish cemetery of Kaposvár Vandalism - Verbal abuse index.hu 

Ju
ly 

Hungarian nationalist military training camp organised by Hungarian National Frontline   Provocation - Instigation hvg.hu 

Jobbik marches through Roma inhabited streets in Devecser  Demonstration nol.hu 

Provocation at South Pest synagogue Provocation, verbal insult reported 

Gruesome anti-Semitic remarks at Hungary vs. Israel football match Provocation, verbal insult hvg.hu 

HVIM Vice President says he is ready to kill Provocation - Instigation atv.hu 

Israeli captain says the team received threats Other hir24.hu 

MPs of Jobbik support Iran at the Hungary vs. Israel football match Other atv.hu 

New Guard Movement makes anti-Gypsy march in Cegléd with anti-Israeli remarks Demonstration atv.hu 

A
u

gu
st 

Organiser of the anti-Fascist demonstration beaten up Physical atrocity hir24.hu 
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Mth Case Category Source 

Putnok: 57 tombs damaged in Jewish cemetery Vandalism - Verbal abuse mti.hu 

Identity of kuruc.info’s owner revealed Other atlatszo.hu 

“We’ll buy up Hungary” – says Jobbik at a press release referring to colonizers Political anti-Semitism jobbik.hu 

Nazi statements painted on the memorial in Hortobágy Graffiti - Verbal abuse hir24.hu 

A fan group in Budapest named after a sadist Nazi Provocation - Instigation hir24.hu 

Sándor Pörzse makes anti-Semitic speech in Parliament Political anti-Semitism atv.hu 

Sze
p

te
m

b
e

r 

Jobbik marches to Béla Biszku’s house loudly calling him murderer Demonstration origo.hu 

Stolperstein stolen in Budapest Vandalism - Verbal abuse nol.hu 

BZSH leader attacked in Budapest Physical atrocity index.hu 

Anti-Semitic remarks at  the 71
st

 minute at the MTK vs. Videoton football match Provocation - Instigation atv.hu 

Israeli flag burnt in Budapest Provocation - Instigation nepszava.hu 

A man detained at an event of Jobbik for anti-Semitic remarks Demonstration hvg.hu 

Jobbik celebrating together with a Holocaust denier Demonstration hetek.hu 

Far-right march making loud anti-Semitic remarks in Budapest Demonstration hvg.hu 

Zsolt Tyirityán’s openly anti-Semitic speech on 23 October  Provocation - Instigation szentkoronaradio.com 

“Smelly bastard” anti-Semitic remarks in Parliament Political anti-Semitism hvg.hu 

O
kto

b
e

r 

Joint demonstration of the Labour Party and the National Frontline Demonstration jovonk.info 

Protest against Jewish colonization in Százhalombatta Demonstration szentkoronaradio.com 

Anti-Israel hackers hack the website of Egri Hegyközség  Provocation - Instigation egriugyek.hu 

Spontaneous demonstration in front of the Embassy of Israel  Demonstration szentkoronaradio.com 

Miklós Horthy commemoration, event organised by Jobbik Youth Division Demonstration barikad.hu 

Jobbik protests against “Israeli terror” in Debrecen Demonstration civishir.hu 

Holocaust memorial damaged in Nyíregyháza Vandalism - Verbal abuse index.hu 

Police detain Előd Novák (Jobbik) at a pro-Israel demonstration Political anti-Semitism atv.hu 

Jobbik protests in front of the Embassy of Israel Demonstration hirado.hu 

Guards of the Carpathian Homeland Movement protest in front of Csanád Szegedi’s 
home 

Demonstration 
index.hu 

Anti-Israel protest held in front of Fidesz’s office in Békéscsaba Demonstration beol.hu 

N
o

ve
m

b
e

r 

Márton Gyöngyösi calls for a catalogue of Jews Political anti-Semitism index.hu 

Minor atrocities at an anti-Nazi demonstration Provocation - Counter-protest reported 

Half naked neo-Nazi wants to break into Parliament Provocation - Instigation hir24.hu 

Jobbik holds a meeting with anti-Zionist rabbis Political anti-Semitism origo.hu 

Hanukah menorah kicked over in Blaha Lujza tér, Budapest Vandalism - Verbal abuse kuruc.info 

Police arrest former MP of Jobbik for rowdyism Political anti-Semitism origo.hu 

Márton Gyöngyösi remembers Jews with regards to manslaughter in schools Political anti-Semitism hvg.hu 

Hanukah menorah kicked over in Örs Vezér tér, Budapest Vandalism - Verbal abuse kuruc.info 

D
e

ce
m

b
e

r 

Jobbik makes a few anti-Semitic remarks, this time with regards to Ron Werber Political anti-Semitism nol.hu 

 
 


